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formal model is being programmed in correspond-
ing language of the presentation of the knowl-
edge.Specifics of the subject knowledge on re-
newed source is presented by four heterogeneous
components at least, which are bound between
themselves to one or another extent:

-A - technical;
-B - natural-ecological;
- C - engineering-geological;
- D - economic.
For each of four formulated aspects of pres-

entation of the knowledge, conceptualization
comes to:

-  building of glossary terms;
-  building of classification tree of  notion;
-  building of binary relations diagram.
And then, dictionary of concepts, plural at-

tribute copies and classes, as well as included trees
of categorization are built for each classification
tree.

Following relations between dictionary
concepts could be distinguished. They are such as:

- kind_of;
- part_of;
- has;
- is_a;
- see_also and others.
The  Last  of  given  relations  are  being   en-

tered  not declaratively, but procedurally  in anal-
ogy with programming languages, supporting ab-
stract types data.

As  our  studies  show,  a  dictionary  of  con-
cepts per each chosen component ( , , , D)
contains about 1000 notions. The Typical example
attribute notion in classification and included trees
are following: power, developer, manufacturer,
cost, completing, average month and annual wind
velocity, average number of sunny days in a year,
etc.

At stage of  formalization, it is  necessary to
select the most identical classification model for
presentation and processing of obtained data. As it
is shown in [1], the semantic networks under
frames, rule-oriented model and model of the in-
ductive generalization are being referred to the
most typical representative of  such formalisms,
and possible, their mixed interpretation.

Let us illustrate the reviewed stage on ex-
ample of the frame-based model. We shall remind
that frame is a minimum possible description of
essence of some notion, event, phenomena, situa-
tion, process or object.The Frame has nearly uni-
form structure and consists of standard units,
named slot.

Exists several ways of the reception by slot
the knowledge in exoframe: by default from pro-
toframe   (default - a knowledge), through subse-
quent  characteristic from frame, specified in slot

A_kind_of, per formula, specified in slot, through
joined procedure, obviously from dialogue with
user (the expert) and, finally, from database. As its
seen in given diagram, the most important charac-
teristic of frame-based model is a study of features
of  AKO (A_kind_of) relationship.

Thereby, frame-based model, for our appli-
cation domain, for component  and B particularly
and C possibly, is  most suitable  since it  supports
the hierarchy inherent to classifying and including
tree, which is obtained at the stage of conceptuali-
zation.

Availability of evident procedural knowl-
edge in description of the application domain (the
component D and partially component C),  points
out   that  in  this  case  it  is  better  to  use  the  rule-
oriented formalism, under which operational
memory of program is presented by two areas - an
area of  facts and area of the rules - strictly prod-
uct.  And methods  of  the  work  with  these  areas  is
being realized on principle "identification - an ac-
tion" [1].

The Recommendations on inductive gener-
alization model use are formulated by the author in
[1].

The Last stage in chain considered is a
stage of the programming. Here we shall note that
for programming at a level of frame-based model
in semantic set, it is reasonable to use such lan-
guages as FRL, KRL or Karre frame based shell.
In the event of rule-oriented model, languages of
the OPS-5 group are used. And, finally, for all
three models it is possible to use the object-
oriented programming languages.
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The severization of requirements at the
consuming end (producers of organic silicon com-
pounds and semiconductor products) to the quality
of silicon obtained at silica-containing batch mate-
rials melting process in arc furnaces makes it nec-
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essary to investigate the principles of impurity
elements distribution both on melt products and
silicon pool.

At silica carbothermic reduction the impu-
rity elements from silica-containing crude ore
(quarts), carbonic reducing agents, carbon elec-
trodes, furnace lining and auxiliary process materi-
als are reduced and transform into the melted sili-
con. To determine the principles of impurity dis-
tribution between the products of melting process
(silicon, mixed dust-gas and slag) the data on
physicochemical properties of the substances en-
tering the process are used: the temperature and
heat of melting, vapors dissociation tension, con-
stituents’ activity, formation heat, Gibbs thermo-
dynamic potential, etc. And for the obtained crys-
talline silicon properties forecasting (as in the case
of various alloys obtaining) the knowledge of bi-
nary and ternary diagrams is of great importance.
The liquid melt silicon obtained in an electric arc
furnace represents a multicomponent system with
0,1-2% ballast content. At the solidification the
impurity elements form various intermetallic com-
pounds, non-metallic compounds with silicon (slag
enclosures), dissolved oxygen, silicon carbide and
unreacted hydrogen of reducing substances and
crystal silica [2, 3]. For the multicomponent sys-
tems of  any type  the  forecast  of  properties  on  the
basis of binary and ternary components systems
data is possible if their image is used according to
the method of optimal projections [4]. Geometrical
methods have an important advantage, which
makes possible to express the quality and quantity
dependence of the properties on the composition
also in the case, when the algebraic expression of
this  function  in  unknown  to  us.  More  over  it  is
common knowledge that properties vary continu-
ously within the limits of one and the same phase
existence fields and undergo sudden alternations
(kinking, bending) at the given phase conversion
into  another  one.  That  is  why,  if  it  is  possible  to
restrict the crystallization region of any phase, the
general regularity detection in properties alteration
of the whole region is possible when oriented to
comparatively inconsiderable number of datum
points. Thus, it is sufficient to study experimen-
tally the properties of three-four compositions of
the system, which correspond to the specified lim-
its, to forecast the system’s properties values with
some degree of certainty within the whole
region [5].

The construction of binary and more com-
plex constitutional diagrams by experimental me-
thods or with the help of rigorous thermodynamic
calculations is a labour intensive, time-taking and
very often – a stubborn problem. In this connection
the approximate calculation methods of constitu-
tional diagrams construction [6] are extremely

productive. Model representations of a melt com-
position and repeating units’ interaction energy in
solution  and  solid  phases  lie  in  their  basis.  The
initial calculations data are comparatively easy to
obtain for ideal and regular solutions models. The
necessity to use approximate calculation methods
is connected with the fact that a production man-
ager, in conditions of ultimate product require-
ments change, needs to have the computation data
forecasting the melt emerging temperature, crystal-
lization path, comparative crystallization rate, sili-
con phase composition.

For the liquidus and solidus curves con-
struction for a predetermined composition of the n-
component system we accepted as the main as-
sumption (initial approximation) the statement that
these systems quite adequately satisfy the model of
regular solutions.  Indirectly it is proved out by the
author’s multicomponent oxide systems’ data [4],
which testify that with the complication of the sys-
tem’s composition, it approaches ideal solutions in
its properties.

For the calculation of liquidus temperature,
the solution and solid phases’ composition in the
field of silicon crystallization the following data
are necessary: the amount and concentration of the
introduced components; values of mixing energies
within the binary system, eutectic temperature and
also values of distribution coefficients of impurity
elements in silicon melt. In the initial stage of our
research the separate flux components’ thermody-
namic properties and silicon-based binary systems
data base is formed. The data base will allow pass-
ing directly to modeling on «DIATRIS 1.2» and
«MULTICOMDIA 2.0» programs’ flows [7].
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The petrochemical industry performing the
processing of hydrocarbon material and being in
the number of fuel and energy resources consump-
tion leaders is characterized by a relatively low
efficiency of the supplied energy use.

For the petrochemical energy industry en-
terprises the efficiency increase main direction one
can consider to be the energy saving organization
based on the principles of energy–technological
integration.

The search for viable solutions on the or-
ganization of energy-technological complexes – is
an extremely difficult task that requires carrying
out a comprehensive analysis of the original sys-
tem and the one being synthesized. The accepted
decisions optimization can be reached only at the
implementation of mathematical models formed
depending on the set task class. The following
tasks can be referred to the number of them:

- the search for superfine production facili-
ties’ operating regimes interrelated with energy
supply systems;

- the industrial facility’s efficient manage-

ment with due consideration of its infrastructure at
superimposition of indignations associated with
material and energy imbalances;

- the minimization of specific material and
energy consumption for production;

- the efficiency analysis of the synthesized
object on a selected criterion in the dynamics of its
development, etc.

An instrument for searching and selecting
innovative solutions is the fully formed by now
integrated methodology of complex industrial sys-
tems’ analysis and synthesis within the framework
of the present and projected technological com-
plexes.

The development of a universal method
combining isolated methods is a topical and many-
sided task.
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An energy saving upcoming trend at petro-
chemical enterprises is the organization of energy-
technological complexes created on the base of
secondary energy resources complex utilization
systems. The ethylene production – is a large con-
sumer  of  fuel  and  energy  resources.  At  that,  the
considered production is characterized by a con-
siderable output of secondary energy resources.
Thus, in ethylene production there are favourable
conditions for the energy-technological complex
organization.

The first stage in construction of an energy-
technological complex is the system’s work effi-
ciency estimation by means of a system analysis
including the analysis of the considered object’s
relations structure, the analysis of thermal and
thermodynamic effectiveness. The system analysis
allows detecting the dependencies between the
ethylene production scheme elements, defining the
optimal sequence of the scheme computation, re-
rating of the elements’ efficiency, determining the
value of technically usable energy, evaluating the
energy saving reserves and revealing the optimum
alternative for the energy-technological complex
construction.


